Examination of the compaction properties of a 1:1 acetaminophen:microcrystalline cellulose mixture using precompression and main compression.
The compaction properties of a 1:1 acetaminophen and microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) mixture have been studied using a compaction simulator to make tablets by single compression and by a combination of precompression and main compression. The tensile strengths of the tablets and the energies involved in the compressions were determined. The tensile strengths of the tablets increased with increases in single compression pressure from 80 to 400 MPa and as the total applied pressure increased from 80 MPa up to around 400 MPa when combinations of precompression and main compression pressures were used. The tablet porosity decreased with increase in main compression pressure while the tablet tensile strengths increased. At minimum tablet porosity, further increase in main compression pressure could no longer result in increase in tablet strengths. Tablets compressed with combinations of precompression and main compression were stronger (2.15 +/- 0.02 to 3.99 +/- 0.1 MPa) than those produced with single compression (0.73 +/- 0.01 to 3.09 +/- 0.05 MPa). The total gross energies of compression increased with an increase in pressure of both the precompression and main compression. The elastic energies during main compression increased with an increase in precompression pressure as the tablet exhibited greater elastic deformation and reduced plasticity on second compression. The increase in elastic energies during main compression may also be because elastic energy is recoverable and is independent of precompression. As the precompression pressure increased, the minimum tablet porosity was attained; hence, the plastic energy during main compression became smaller while the elastic energy increased. Thus, a combination of low precompression and main compression pressures of 160/80 MPa or 80/160 MPa are more advantageous in the tableting of the 1:1 acetaminophen:MCC than a high single compression pressure of 320 or 400 MPa.